I.12
Changes

Date of request for re-establishment of right

legal basis
Art. 122 EPC

data in PRS for
All entries in the European Patent Bulletin since number 1/78 (20.12.78)
first document affected EP 0143480; first entry in PRS on 2 December 1992

field meaning

ymmd

Date of issue of the European Patent Bulletin in which the notice of deletion is published.

code meaning

References to data erroneously published in entries of sections I.1 to I.11 of the European Patent Bulletin and that are to be deleted appear in section I.12 Changes. This points exclusively to deletions of data published in the bulletin due to printing or encoding errors, not to corrections or alterations. In the bulletin the message "The last entry related to this publication is deleted" is printed alongside the relevant INID code, if any, or under the relevant heading.

This code refers to the deletion of the last entry in the bulletin related to the request for re-establishment of right, published in section "I.8(4) Date of receipt of request for re-establishment of rights". This means that no such a request has been received.

see related codes
EP P 18RA
Your question

EP P 322552

Information about legal status

CC TF DOC.NO. PRIORITY

EP P 322552 871222 AA DE 871222 A 87 3743521 PRIORITY (PATENTANMELDUNG)

881118 AE EP 881118 A 88 88119186 EUROPAEISCHE ANMELDUNG

890705 AK + IN EINER ANMELDUNG OHNE RECHERCHENBERICHT BEKANNTE

VERTRAGSSTAATEN DE GB IT SE A2

=A2 + VERÖFFENTLICHUNG DER ANMELDUNG OHNE

RECHERCHENBERICHT

901010 AK + IN EINEM RECHERCHENBERICHT BEKANNTE

VERTRAGSSTAATEN DE GB IT SE A3

=A3 + GESONDERTE VERÖFFENTLICHUNG DES

RECHERCHENBERICHTS (ART. 93)

901024 17P + PRÜFUNGSAANTRAG GESTELLT 900827

920826 17Q + ERSTER PRÜFUNGSBESCHEID 920715

930526 18D = ALS ZURÜCKGENOMMEN GELTEN 921126

930908 18RA + TAG DES EINGANGS DES ANTRAGS AUF

WIEDEREINSETZUNG IN DEN VORIGEN STAND 930629